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    Introducing the f-stop Mountain Series
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    Ajna 37 L DuraDiamond

    Modular Camera Backpacks for Maximum Flexibility
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    Protect Your Foldable Wing Drone Kit
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                TILOPA 50L DuraDiamondÂ® Travel and Adventure Camera Backpack
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    Backcountry Adventurer
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    Customer Reviews
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                                Absolutely Stunning!
                            

                            
                                Finally the best solution from my photography adventure! (Tilopa 50L Travel and Adventure Camera Bag)
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                                Isabella T.

                            

                        



                            
                                Great backpack for traveling and hiking!
                            

                            
                                I appreciated a lot my new Ajna backpack for my journey to the Azores! It was really good for hiking, protecting my camera and gear very well! And itâ€™s also great as hand luggage for the airplane! Never had issues :)
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                                Perfect size for adventuring!
                            

                            
                                This is my second f-stop bag and I love it! Itâ€™s the perfect size for short traveling and adventuring. I packed 3 lenses and one body in the icu plus had extras room for filters and other accessories. Being from Hawaii I had to fly with this pack as well as have everything I need for the road trips. I highly recommend the Lotus 32L it allowed me to carry everything I need for my adventures.
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                                Travel the World!
                            

                            
                                I bought many Camera backpacks, they were all good, but none of them can reach my f-stop Loka UL! It is so flexible with all the different ICS. Depending what I am planning, I have my ICS packed and ready. I bought mine in 2019 and I have been traveling through Eastern Africa, Europe and the USA with it. Fits perfectly as hand luggage, never had a problem with it! To me THIS IS the perfect camera backpack! And besides flexibility and lots of space, it is absolutely comfortable for longer hikes!
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                                Jessica O.

                            

                        



                            
                                Amazing!!!!
                            

                            
                                I have been on the hunt for a pack for the last 4 years. Iâ€™ve found some that are just okâ€¦ Iâ€™m a petite person 5â€™1â€�, so finding a pack that fits is hard! I asked a friend what she used and she said that the Kashmir 30 was by far the best pack she had ever used!! So then ensued a birthday present to myself, and I couldnâ€™t be more please! Comfortable, lightweight, and the fit is the best I have found!!!
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